Introduction
[2] The representation of cloud-radiation interactions is a major challenge for climate simulations. GCMs predict cloud cover fractions and hydrometeor concentrations only in discrete vertical layers, where clouds are assumed to be horizontally homogeneous in a coarse grid. They do not explicitly specify vertical geometric associations or horizontal optical variations of clouds. Subsequently, clouds within a GCM grid are simulated as a single effective volume that impacts radiation using various vertical overlap assumptions [Geleyn and Hollingsworth, 1979; Liang and Wang, 1997; Barker et al., 1999; Morcrette and Jakob, 2000; Li, 2000; Collins, 2001; Stephens et al., 2004] . On the other hand, current CRMs explicitly resolve convection and mesoscale organization, where cloud microphysical processes and cloud-radiation interactions directly respond to the cloud-scale dynamics [Grabowski et al., 1996; Wu and Moncrieff, 2001] . In particular, the fine spatial resolution enables CRMs to depict more realistically the detailed structure of cloud systems, including cloud geometric and radiative properties. The CRM simulations in combination with the ARM measurements thus offer the most comprehensive datasets to facilitate the development and validation of improved GCM parameterizations for subgrid cloudradiation interactions.
[3] Cloud overlap variations can cause significant responses in surface fluxes, radiative heating rates, temperature, hydrology, and daily variability [Liang and Wang, 1997; Morcrette and Jakob, 2000] . Most overlap methods, however, are empirical with no physical basis or rigorous evaluation, and some may introduce intolerable errors in estimating grid-mean fluxes [Stephens et al., 2004] . For each parameterization, whether its radiative transfer solution is formulated for specified or more generalized overlap, the most crucial part is how to realistically distribute clouds within a GCM grid. This is mainly based on statistical cloud relationships.
[4] Statistical analyses generally agree that cloudy layers separated by clear interstices overlap randomly. Continuous cloudy layers exhibit a more complex statistics, likely falling between maximal and random overlap. Tian and Curry [1989] showed that adjacent cloudy layers overlap maximally, whereas Hogan and Illingworth [2000] found that continuous cloudy layers approach from maximal toward random overlap with increasing separation having an e-folding distance dependent on temporal and vertical resolution. Mace and Benson-Troth [2002] further indicated that the overlap of contiguous cloudy layers at the SGP site is characterized by a well-defined seasonal cycle, suggesting that no single cloud overlap assumption can commonly apply. This result implies that cloud overlap should be parameterized by means of synoptic characteristics that govern the cloud formation.
[5] Liang and Wang [1997] developed a mosaic approach to incorporate subgrid cloud-radiation interactions by subdividing a GCM grid into multiple subcells with inherent geometric associations and distinct optical properties of three primary cloud genera (convective, anvil and stratiform) predicted by the GCM. This was a first attempt to distinguish overlap characteristics in terms of the cloud formation mechanism. The question is then whether the mosaic approach, especially its integrated cloud distribution procedure built upon the three major cloud genera, can capture the dominant effect of subgrid cloud-radiation interactions. The present study seeks to evaluate the mosaic approach using the ARM-validated CRM simulation in GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 32, L06801, doi:10.1029 /2004GL022301, 2005 
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terms of broadband radiative fluxes and heating rates that matter most for GCMs.
CRM Simulation at the ARM SGP Site
[6] The CRM is a modified version of the Clark-Hall model [Wu and Moncrieff, 2001] , incorporating the radiative transfer scheme of the Community Climate Model version 3 (CCM3 [Kiehl et al., 1996] ). This facilitates direct intercomparisons between the CRM simulations, GCM-like and mosaic approach calculations, all based on the identical radiative transfer scheme. The CRM adopts a two-dimensional domain having 200 columns at 3-km grid spacing and 52 vertical layers. A 26-day (June 22 -July 17) CRM integration was conducted, where the time-varying large-scale forcings were taken from the ARM 1997 IOP analysis at the SGP site (X. Wu and X.-Z. Liang, Effects of cloud distributions on radiative flux and heating rate in the cloud-resolving model simulation over the ARM SGP, submitted to the Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, 2004). As compared with the concurrent ARM data, the CRM realistically reproduced the evolution of precipitation and cloud liquid water content during the IOP as well as time-averaged longwave and shortwave radiative fluxes at the surface and the top of atmosphere (TOA), with biases within the measurement uncertainty. The CRM grid contains vertical layers either completely clear or overcast, rendering cloud overlap parameterization moot. When averaged over the domain of a typical GCM grid size, the independent column approximation (ICA) using the full CRM fields is accurate, where the total effect of cloud sides and horizontal fluxes is negligible [Barker et al., 1999] . It is therefore legitimate to presume that the CRM-simulated cloud distributions and radiative quantities using the ICA provide a reasonable benchmark, against which a rigorous evaluation of the mosaic approach can be obtained.
Mosaic Treatment of Subgrid Cloud-Radiation Interactions
[7] Liang and Wang [1997] developed a mosaic approach to cost-effectively incorporate subgrid cloud-radiation interactions into a GCM. The approach divides the GCM grid column into (Ns) subcells so that an individual layer within a subcell is either completely overcast or cloud-free. Each overcast subcell layer contains a specific cloud genus with distinct optical properties. The most important consideration is to distinguish, within individual cloudy subcells, two cloud fractions: one with and another without inherent geometric association. In particular, convective (Cc), anvil cirrus (Ci) and stratiform (Cs) clouds in each layer are defined to be geographically distinct and thus minimally overlapped; Cc are assigned to a single subcell column, while Ci fill consecutively the subcells that are equally divided over the remaining grid area; Cs is distributed into random-ordered subcells with an identical sequence for adjacent layers (maximal overlap) and otherwise independent sets for random overlap. At a given layer, one subcell may contain the residual partial cloud fraction to conserve the grid total cloud amount. Separate ICA radiation calculations are then performed for each subcell with clouds, whereas clear sky radiative properties and fluxes are computed only once and used for all subcells when needed. The grid mean radiative heating rates and fluxes are then the area averages over all subcells. Consequently, this mosaic approach can adequately address the cloud macrogrouping (geometric association) and inhomogeneity (within-cloud optical property variance) effects on radiation.
[8] The mosaic approach is physically intuitive and results in improved GCM climate simulations [Liang and Wang, 1997] . However, it has not been directly evaluated. Here we demonstrate a procedure how an objective evaluation is achieved using the CRM statistics. For each CRM grid, a vertical layer is assumed to be uniformly filled by a cloud of local liquid droplets and/or ice crystals if their total cloud water path is greater than a threshold (0.2 g m À2 ), or otherwise completely clear. Rain and graupel are neglected as their radiative impact is small. Figure 1 presents the CRM cloud frequency distribution as a function of cloud base and top heights. The calculation uses all 15-minute samples during the 26-day period over the 200 CRM columns. Four major cloud clusters are evident: deep clouds with the base below 5 km and the top reaching 10 km or higher; shallow clouds with the base below 5 km; middle-level clouds with the base between 5 -10 km; and high-level clouds with the base above 10 km.
[9] To incorporate the dominant effect associated with this clustered structure, a first-order approximation can be formulated as follows.
[1] The total cloud water profile (q t = q l + q i ) at each and every 3-km CRM-column is examined to search for all unbroken segments of cloud layers where total cloud water path is larger than the threshold (0.2 g m À2 ).
[2] If a segment has its base below 4.5 km and top above 9.5 km, it is first grouped into the Cc cluster; otherwise if its base is above 9.5 km and q i > q l at the base, then the segment falls into the Ci cluster; all the remaining ones belong to the Cs cluster.
[3] GCM-grid mean cloud cover fractions (Cc, Ci, Cs) are determined from all respective segments over the whole domain.
[4] GCM-grid mean radiation-effective cloud liquid and ice water profiles (q l , q i ) are parameterized with a scaling factor c multiplied by in-cloud values (q l c , q i c ) averaging over all cloudy columns. (5) The mosaic approach with Ns = 8 subcells is finally performed once using the CRM-based GCM-grid mean profiles (q l , q i , Cc, Ci, Cs). All these profiles can be provided by a typical GCM (like CCM3), into which the mosaic approach can be readily incorporated. In this initial attempt, cloud liquid and ice water profiles are identical for all clusters. The above procedure is conducted at each 15-minute CRM sample.
[10] In the conventional GCM approach, the radiative transfer is done once using the profiles of total cloud fraction (Ct = Cc + Ci + Cs) and in-cloud condensate (q l c , q i c ). Cahalan et al. [1994] proofed that this approach overestimates total cloud albedo because the mean of logarithm is less than the logarithm of the mean cloud water path and proposed a ''reduction factor'' c to account for the within-cloud variability effect. Figure 2 shows the scatter distribution of c versus column total cloud fraction f c (i.e., grid-mean of vertically integrated Ct) calculated from all 15-minute CRM samples. The result indicates c can be larger than 1 for small f c while approaching 0.255 for overcast conditions. This relationship can be parameterized by a Gaussian distribution c = 0.97 exp [À(f c À 0.098) 2 / 0.0365] + 0.255. Thus the mosaic approach (step (4)) adopts (q l , q i ) = c Á (q l c , q i c ) to incorporate the first order approximation of the inhomogeneity effect. This scaling captures the dominant effect of cloud condensate inhomogeneity on both shortwave and longwave radiations (see below) and is conveniently available by any GCM.
[11] . These mean errors are accompanied by substantial overestimation of deviations, with an amplification factor of 1.4 -2.0. Note that, without the c scaling for the inhomogeneity effect, the mosaic approach (i.e., overlap-only, MOSo) underestimates the incoming shortwave (outgoing longwave) radiation by 15 (6) and 19 (À1) at the TOA and surface, respectively. Given that the deviations are close to the full mosaic approach, these MOSo biases are systematic. They account for approximately half of the GCM biases, indicating that both cloud geometric overlap and condensate inhomogeneity effects are equally important.
[12] Figure 3 displays scatter diagrams of surface and TOA radiative fluxes for all 15-minute samples between the GCM and mosaic versus CRM approaches. These diagrams provide a direct comparison of instantaneous correspondences between fluxes calculated by different approaches. The GCM approach substantially underestimates the incoming shortwave (outgoing longwave) radiations at the surface and TOA, accompanied with a great degree of scattering away from the CRM values, especially in the medium (lower) range. The mosaic approach significantly reduces these biases, where both shortwave and longwave fluxes at the surface and TOA line closely with the CRM values.
[13] Figure 4 compares the radiative shortwave heating, longwave cooling, and total rate profiles between the CRM, GCM and mosaic approaches. As expected, small differences between all approaches occur above 13 km where little cloud presents. As compared with the CRM, the GCM approach generates substantially smaller (larger) shortwave heating below (above) 5 km, and reversely longwave cooling below (above) 8 km; the net effect is a systematic heating (cooling) bias throughout the troposphere below (above) 9 km. On the other hand, the mosaic approach accurately reproduces the shortwave heating, longwave cooling, and total radiative rates below about 4 km and above 9 km. Certain differences remain in the middle troposphere, with a net radiative heating between 4 -9 km. Preliminary sensitivity experiments show that these mosaic-CRM differences may result from the use of identical (q l , q i ) profiles in calculation of radiative optical properties for all clusters (Cc, Ci, Cs), especially in the treatment for middle clouds.
Concluding Remarks
[14] This study uses the CRM simulation of the ARM 1997 IOP as the benchmark to evaluate the mosaic approach for incorporating subgrid cloud-radiation interactions into GCMs. The mosaic approach with the CRM cloud statistics faithfully simulates the CRM domain-averaged radiative fluxes at the surface and TOA, having mean errors less than 5 W m
À2
, as well as the radiative heating rates. It represents a significant improvement over the conventional GCM approach and thus provides a cost-effective solution to incorporate the subgrid cloud geometric association and optical inhomogeneity effects into a GCM radiation scheme. The result indicates that the parameterization of cloud overlap based on characteristic structure differences between three primary cloud genera (convective, anvil and stratiform) and the approximation of the optical inhomogeneity by the parameterized cloud water path scaling (in terms of column total cloud fraction) capture, respectively, the dominant effects of the cloud geometric association and optical property variability within a GCM grid.
[15] An accurate implementation of the mosaic approach requires realistic GCM prediction of grid-mean cloud state profiles (q l , q i , Cc, Ci, Cs). By design, the mosaic approach can incorporate the cloud geometric association and optical inhomogeneity effects, both of which are important for accurate radiative calculations. Incomplete representation of the inhomogeneity effect (especially associated with middle clouds) in the present study is likely the cause for the remaining errors of radiative heating rates in the middle troposphere. Inclusion of this effect requires appropriate distribution of cloud liquid and ice into individual subcells, distinguishing (q l , q i ) profiles between the cloud genera (Cc, Ci, Cs). This in turn needs the GCM to provide cloud liquid and ice spatial variability characteristics in addition to the grid mean states. 
